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Reviewer's report:

This is really interesting paper about the effect of add-on self-care therapy on the quality of life of patients with GI cancer. I have the following minor comments.

In the title: Please modify as (The effect of add-on self care therapy ....etc)

In the "Methods" section of the abstract: start your sentence with Ninety one (never start a sentence with a number)

Page 3:

Line 8: which represent instead of consist

Line 15: remove the word claims

Line 17: use the word strongly instead of intimately

Line 30: use suffer instead of suffered

Page 4:

Line 12: experimented instead of trialed

Line 17: Among them, (just add coma)

Page 5:

Line 8-9: Add a dot after the word (post intervention.) then add a separate paragraph about sample size calculation. Please indicate why did you use 0.5 as the effect size, and what was the dropout percent that was considered for sample size calculations?

Line 14: use the word assigned instead of designated
Line 51: why did you repeat sample size calculations??

In the discussion section: Add strengths and limitations of your study, namely, please elaborate on the potential confounders that were not accounted for in your paper and how could you overcome this limitation or how are you going to account them during future studies.

Table 1 : Add the unit for BMI (kg/m2)

Allover the manuscript: Please be consistent with the use of present and past tense, passive or active tense.

Thank you,

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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